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USED SPIDERS FOR SALE
We are selling 16 used Falk Schmidt Spider lifts from our own rental fleet

Heights range from 18 metres to 34metres.

Various ages but all in excellent condition and currently at work.

Units to be sold individually or as a single package.

Please contact Nigel Baker at Max Access

Tel +44 (0)1865 373566
Fax +44 (0)1865 378021

17 Bankside, Station Approach, Kidlington, Oxon OX5 1JE, UK

Accredited
Training Providers

T H WHITE
Contact:David Ottaway 01380 722381

Email: cranes@thwhite.co.uk

www.thwhite.co.uk
Nursteed Road Devizes Wilts SN10 3EA

N a t i o n w i d e

S o u t h  E a s t M i d l a n d s

Contact: Alistair Nuttall 01227 751588 
Email: hydcraneserv@aol.com

www.hydrauliccraneservices.co.uk
High Street Road Waterham Hernhill 

Faversham Kent ME13 9EJ

Contact: Clive Atkinson 01773 836060
Email: sales@plantequip.co.uk

www.plantequip.co.uk
Clover Nook Ind. Estate Alfreton Derbyshire DE55 4RF

Contact: Ben James 0117 9774655
Email: benjames@avoncranes.co.uk

www.avoncrane.co.uk
Unit 6 Wincombe Trading Est. Albert Rd. 

St. Philips Rd. Bristol BS2 0XW

S o u t h  W e s t

The training accreditation service of Lorry Loader Manufacturers and Importers - Call a Certified Company Today
ALLMI Training Ltd PO Box 2565, Chippenham SN14 0WX  TEL:01249 659150 email:enquiries@allmitraining.co.uk
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ALLMI TRAINING

THE ASSOCIATION of Lorry Loader Manufacturers
and Importers (ALLMI) was founded in 1978
and is today the UK’s only trade association
devoted exclusively to the lorry loader crane
industry. It serves, represents and promotes the
interests of its members and the industry at
large and is the natural focus and authority on
all issues involving the design, manufacture,
application and use of lorry loader cranes.

The association currently has 44 members
drawn from all parts of the industry, including
manufacturers, agents and service providers.
Many are world-class companies and household
names in this specialist sector that have made a
major contribution to the design and
development of loader crane technology. But
they all have one thing in common…promoting
safe use and best practice of lorry loader cranes.

ALLMI’s three main objectives are; to
promote the safe use of lorry loaders; to ensure
that the association is involved in the
formulation of any legislation which affects the
industry’s interests and to promote compliance
with training requirements embodied in current
legislation.

With these objectives in mind, ALLMI
decided to develop its own training scheme and
the formation of ALLMI Training was a natural
extension of the association’s role as the
champion of improved safety and operational
performance in the UK lorry loader industry.
Who better to introduce an accredited training
programme than the organisation that has
consistently pioneered better safety and

standards and, more to the point, has the
experience, expertise and track record to ensure
its success?

ALLMI Training serves as an accreditation
service and standards body for the association
and provides a training programme for operators
of lorry loaders and accreditation for lorry loader
training instructors.

The strength of ALLMI Training comes from
the technical and training knowledge of its
Standards Committee, which is made up of
training and technical professionals from all of
the major lorry loader manufacturers and
importers within the UK. It also seats
representatives from the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) and consults upon, maintains
and develops all the training standards set by
ALLMI Training.

With over 80 accredited instructors covering
the whole of the UK ALLMI Training operates
through a growing network of training providers
whose instructors not only have to satisfy the
stringent requirements of the initial
accreditation process, but also consistently
achieve agreed standards. Regular audits are
conducted on all instructors to ensure a
common high standard throughout the scheme. 

ALLMI trained operators undergo a
demanding course followed by both written and
practical assessments. The course content
covers 15 modules in total, including
legislation, pre-operational checks, operator
maintenance, lifting attachments, siting the
lorry loader, deployment of stabiliser legs,

operating the lorry loader, and stowing
procedures.

Since its formation in 2001, the ALLMI
Training scheme has gone from strength-to-
strength, culminating in the recent allocation
for the HSE’s ‘Working in Partnership logo’. The
ALLMI Training scheme is the only lorry loader
training scheme in the UK to have been given
this level of recognition by the HSE. We are
delighted that the HSE now commends the use
of this training programme to all those who
have duties under the Health and Safety at
Work Act 1974. It reflects great credit to
everyone involved in developing and delivering
the scheme, nation-wide. ■

ALLMI
handshake

The ALLMI Training scheme was recently awarded
the HSE’s ‘Working in Partnership logo’.

As part of a brand new regular feature C&A has teamed up
with ALLMI Training, the training accreditation service of

the Association of Lorry Loader Manufacturers and
Importers (ALLMI) of Great Britain, to provide all the very

latest training news, views and events from the UK loader
crane sector. In this first part, Allmi training manager,

Tom Wakefield, provides an introduction.


